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Along with the development of Chinese economy, the architectural 
creations become flourishing gradually. The investors pay more attention to 
inviting the famous and avant-grade architects to join and design for the same 
project, named “group design”. Since the 21st century, it has been one of the 
most remarkable “architectural affairs” in Chinese architectural domain. 
The contemporary group-design affairs in domestic architectural domain 
contain some immoderate commercial and peacockish factors, which are the 
starting point of this article. And I try to provide some specific resolutions for 
the suspicion and negation to the group-design mode. At last, I put forward my 
personal advice on the prospect of the group design mode in China. 
There is little of systemically analytic material about the group designs as 
burgeoning architectural affairs in China. Here I discuss this question from 
lengthwise and sidewise ways. Based on the typical group-design projects in the 
20th century, the former try to explain group by analyzing some historical events. 
Then, the latter is evolved to dissect the interrelated idiosyncrasy of group 
design with a deconstructional technique. We try to mouse out the essence and 
spirit of group design on philosophical lay. Since Chinese group design is rooted 
in Chinese traditions and situations, the parent of the puzzledom that the 
Chinese group design faces is that we should reflect on the contemporary 
Chinese architecture from the view of the tradition. The chaos in 
phenomenological meaning results from the underlying aphasia; in addition, lots 
of sticking points of contemporary group designs are stemmed from the 
confusion and ambiguity in concept. This article puts forward a creative division, 
which is before utilizing the group-design mode we should differentiate the 
experimental group designs from those practical ones. 
Along the thread of studying the status quo and clarify the orientation, the 














In succession, through reflecting on architectural criticism, author points out the 
absence of public participant consciousness in contemporary Chinese 
Architecture and emphasize the essentiality of the group-design consciousness 
should extend to city planning. Finally, the article provides the answer to the 
question penetrating the entire chapter: show, or challenge the mediocrity? We 
deem that challenging the mediocrity is numenal particularity of group design 
and the experimental & Avant-garde is the psychic strength of group design. So 
it is a real way that “show” should lay out the technicality and essentiality of 
group design. 
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绪  论 
绪  论 
一 研究背景 


















                                                 































4 展  望 





从 2000 年中国怯生生地第一次参加国际建筑大展到 2004 年在北京举
                                                 






































2 方  法 
“集群设计”作为当今国内建筑界一类新兴而特殊的建筑事件，可参
                                                 
① 根据美国传统双解词典，Group，An assemblage of persons or objects gathered or located together; an 






































                                                 
① 在此指 1927 年德国斯图加特“威森霍夫住宅区”展示会。 
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